
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ars	Lyrica	Houston	general	use:	

“The	leader	among	Houston’s	early	music	ensembles”	
-	Houston	Chronicle	

Artistic	Director,	Matthew	Dirst:	

Dallas Morning News recently praised his “clear and evocative conducting” of 
Handel’s Alexander’s Feast, which “yielded a performance as irresistibly lively as it was stylish.”  
 
"Dirst is an efficient, extremely precise conductor who has an ear for detail and up-to-date ideas 
about performing Bach. Leading from a portative keyboard in front of the orchestra, he brought a 
beautifully blended sound from the 16 voices of the chorus, rich in dynamic variety and always 
sensitive to Bach’s piquant dissonances.” - The Washington Post 

	

Ars	Lyrica	Houston	by	season	reference:	

2018:	

"Stepping	Out:	Ambition	Defines	Ars	Lyrica's	Next	Season"	-Sherry	Cheng,	Arts+Culture	
Texas	

“The moment has arrived. This fall, Ars Lyrica Houston is set to power full steam ahead 
with the production of its first fully staged Baroque opera, George Frideric Handel’s 
sensational masterpiece Agrippina.” 
 
Faircloth imagines a “Gatsby-era Game of Thrones, with glorious vocal fireworks in 
place of bloody swordplay.” 
 
“The sheer expertise it takes to sing rapid-fire coloratura doesn’t grow on trees,” adds 
Dirst. “These singers will thrill you!”  
 
[Brandenburg Concertos] “Not one of them is easy,” notes Dirst. “They are all virtuosic 
for certain instruments. They are weird for their time, and in that sense they are very 
much ‘out of the box’ pieces. No one else was writing quite like this.” 
 

 

 
Press Quotes 

Click the links to view full articles 



“Baroque operas may never have the economic weight of standard repertoire,” Dirst 
acknowledges, “but that means there is opportunity for a small nonprofit like Ars Lyrica 
to be more instrumental in disseminating this still underrepresented repertoire.” 
 

"Ars	Lyrica	Houston	Celebrates	Female	Contributions	to	Society"	
-Lawrence	Elizabeth	Knox,	Houston	Chronicle	

“Since the beginning, Ars Lyrica has specialized in what I would call offbeat Baroque 
music,” Dirst said. “That is to say, stuff that you don’t necessarily hear in the dentist’s 
office or in an office hallway.” 

	

"Ars	Lyrica	Honors	Philanthropic	Mothers	Who	are	Dedicated	to	the	Arts	and	Instill	Their	
Passion	in	Their	Children"	-Shannon	Langman,	CKW	LUXE	Magazine	

"Music	Fit	for	a	Queen	or	Two	-	Ars	Lyrica's	Regal	Offering"	-	Sherry	Cheng,	Arts+Culture	
Texas	
	

“Matthew Dirst, artistic director of Ars Lyrica Houston, has an unerring ability to put 
together programs that are musically rich and varied, framed in fascinating historical 
context, and vividly brought to life by the finest guest soloists and musicians.” 

"...Dirst adroitly led a seamless, well-conceived program that showcased a strong cast 
of singers, a nimble orchestra, and a skilled chorus." 

"Young	Houston	socialite	couples	score	record	breaking	musical	gala"	-Culture	Map	
Houston	

"Ars	Lyrica	2017/2018	Season	Gala:	A	Roman	Feast"	-CKW	LUXE	Magazine	

“Ars Lyrica is delighted to announce that the evening surpassed its fundraising goal for 
its fall production of Agrippina.” 

"Ars	Lyrica,	Bach	Society	strike	tantalizing	chord"	-Eric	Skelly,	Houston	Chronicle	

 

2017:	

"Ars	Lyrica:	New	Year's	Eve	Celebration	2017"	-CKW	LUXE	Magazine	

"Ars	Lyrica	Celebrates	Italian	Sirens	and	Houston	Women"	-Catherine	Lu,	Houston	Public	
Media	
[Matthew	Dirst	interview]	



"Ars	Lyrica	Houston	Dedicates	its	Entire	New	Season	to	Women	in	the	Arts"	-Shannon	
Langman,	CKW	Luxe	Magazine	

"Italian	Sirens	and	Other	Female	Composers	Take	Center	Stage	at	Ars	Lyrica"	-Chris	
Becker,	Houstonia	

“A	lot	of	this	music	isn’t	heard	very	often,”	says	Dirst,	his	enthusiasm	contagious.	“This	season	
gives	us	the	chance	to	explore	some	really	choice	scores,	and	for	me	as	a	curator	to	explore	
some	unusual	and	fascinating	repertoires.” 

"Ars	Lyrica	Houston	Performs	In	The	Studio	And	Previews	“Artful	Women”	-Catherine	
Lu,	Houston	Public	Media	

"Year	of	the	Woman"	-	Sherry	Cheng,	Arts+Culture	Texas		
 "...Ars Lyrica’s timely new season encompasses an amazing array of music...revealing 
compelling stories of artful women as part of the rich cultural history..."	

"Ars	Lyrica	Houston	announces	2017-18	season,	a	tribute	to	women"	-	Wei-Huan	
Chen,	Houston	Chronicle			
"Artful	Women:	Muse,	Heroine,	Musician,	and	Patron	is	a	tribute	to	women's	contributions	
to	the	canon	of	early	music,	which	spans	the	16th	to	18th	centuries."		

"Ars	Lyrica	Tilts	at	Windmills	with	Don	Quixote's	Excellent	Adventures"	-	Vic	
Shuttee,	Houston	Press	

"Ars	Lyrica	Houston's	Don	Quixote's	Excellent	Adventures"	-	Matthew	Krajniak,Inprint	

"Encore	Houston,	Episode	19:	Ars	Lyrica"	-	Joshua	Zinn,	Houston	Public	Media	

"Ars	Lyrica	Houston	Wraps	up	it's	2016/2017	Season	with	a	Fantastical	Finale"	-Broadway	
World	News	Desk	

2016:	

"Old	Yet	New:	Ars	Lyrica’s	Fresh	Take	on	Vivaldi	and	Next	Season’s	News"	-	Steven	
Brown,	Arts+Culture	Texas	
"...	Ars	Lyrica	wants	to	show	you	the	Baroque	warhorse	in	a	fresh	light."	

Summer	Zephyr	-	Vic	Shutte,	HoustonPress	
Summer	Zephyr	is	"hot,	bothered	and	breezy,"	and	it	begins	with	Vivaldi’s	Summer	
	
German	Violin	>	Italian	Violin	at	Ars	Lyrica	Concert	-	Steve	Jansen,	HoustonPress	
	
Handel’s	Messiah:	The	Most	Treasured	Choral	Work	Is	Beautiful	and	(Possibly)	Revolting	-	
Steve	Jansen,	HoustonPress	
	
Classical	music:	Orpheus,	Ars	Lyrica	restore	‘Messiah’	to	rightful	time	period	-	Scott	
Cantrell,	The	Dallas	Morning	News	
	



Ars	Lyrica	Covering	Easter	at	Hobby	Center:		Early	music	group	Ars	Lyrica	Houston	celebrates	
Easter	with	Handel’s	“Messiah.”	-	Leah	Rose,	Houstonia	
	
2015:	

Early	Music,	Late	Night:		Matthew	Dirst’s	Ars	Lyrica	rings	in	2016	in	a	very	classy	way	
-	Nick	Esquer,	Houstonia	
	
"Ancient	Airs:	New	York	Baroque	Dance	Company	Performs	with	Dallas	Bach	Society	and	
Ars	Lyrica"	-	Nancy	Wozny,		Arts+Culture	Texas	

"Barton	Lets	Vocal	Fireworks	Fly	In	Baroque	Showcase"	-	Classical	Voice	America	

"Ars	Lyrica’s	Four	Seasons	in	One"	-	Steven	Brown,		Arts+Culture	Texas	

Ancient	Airs:	New	York	Baroque	Dance	Company	Performs	with	Dallas	Bach	Society	and	
Ars	Lyrica	-		Arts+Culture	Texas	

Barton	Lets	Vocal	Fireworks	Fly	In	Baroque	Showcase	-	Classical	Voice	America	
	
2014	and	Before:	

Houston	Chronicle	Interview	with	Matthew	Dirst	
Matthew	Dirst	talks	to	Arts+Culture	Texas	Magazine	about	Venetian	Carnival	

PODCAST:	Houston	Public	Affairs	interviews	Matthew	on	interpreting	lesser	known	
repertoire	

ALH	in	Modern	Luxury	Houston's	"Arts	&	Power"	Edition	

	

Out	of	the	Box	Season	Artists	Reviews:	
Re-Gifting with Royalty 
 
Lauren Snouffner:  "She showed off both piercing, straight-tone singing and full, ringing sounds. 
Chesty speech-song and notes that broke midway into yells added to her expressive power." As 
Agnes in Written on Skin via Bachtrack  
"The sincerity and spirit of soprano Lauren Snouffer’s Addie almost overcame that on Thursday. 
The silvery freshness of Snouffer’s voice accounted for part of the appeal, but not all." via Texas 
Classical Review from HGO Christmas Tree 
 
“Hallenberg at this stage is hardly a revelation, but the young American Lauren Snouffer’s 
Teofane is.  The timbre is lovely, pure and flexible, yet possessing the kind of sensitive 
vulnerability that automatically inspires protective sentiments.  ‘Affanni del pensier’ (Act I), an 
aria wracked with chromatic pain, is drawn with a wonderful sense of line that finds her at her 



most affecting, but Snouffer is quite outstanding throughout.” 
-OPERA, Brian Robins 
 
“In a splendid local debut, Lauren Snouffer played his wife, Agnès, far less self-consciously than 
had Barbara Hannigan: the raw sensuality, when it came, didn’t seem as calculated. Snouffer 
wore Rogers’s beautifully cut dresses with style, finding a walk that suggested women’s poses in 
medieval illustrated manuscripts. Snouffer’s clear, lovely soprano reached the heights with 
pinpoint accuracy of attack.” 
-Opera News, David Shengold 
 
 
 
Elizabeth Bloomenstock 
 
Colin St. Martin 
 
 
Matthew Dirst:  
Dallas Morning News recently praised his “clear and evocative conducting” of 
Handel’s Alexander’s Feast, which “yielded a performance as irresistibly lively as it was stylish.”  
 
"Dirst is an efficient, extremely precise conductor who has an ear for detail and up-to-date ideas 
about performing Bach. Leading from a portative keyboard in front of the orchestra, he brought a 
beautifully blended sound from the 16 voices of the chorus, rich in dynamic variety and always 
sensitive to Bach’s piquant dissonances.” - The Washington Post 
 
 
 
Agrippina 
 
SOFIA SELOWSKY:   
“I was particularly taken with mezzo-soprano Sofia Selowsky's interpretation of The 
Fox…She manages it with great sophistication, and her scene with the Prince was 
definitely the high point of the second act.” -CULTUREMAP HOUSTON  
 
“Making her HGO debut, Selowsky sings with a unique zeal—she’s a singer to look out for 
in the future.” -HOUSTONIA MAGAZINE 
  
“As Rosina, Selowsky...showed herself to be a great executrix of coloratura, even more 
transcendently so than one normally expects... She showed herself to be a fluent and 
entirely natural actress to the extent that at times I perceived this to be Beaumarchais's 
play with great background music." -SCHMOPERA 
 
 
CAMILLE ORTIZ:  
"Camille Ortiz-Lafont excelled as Érigone, the object of Bacchus’s erratic desire." -San   
FRANCISCO CLASSICAL VOICE ON PHILHARMONIA BAROQUE'S 



 
"The lighter, more lyrical voice of Puerto Rico-born soprano Camille Ortiz-Lafont provided 
welcome contrast and many charming moments." -SEEN AND HEARD INTERNATIONAL ON 
PHILHARMONIA BAROQUE'   
“CAMILLE ORTIZ WOWED WITH HER AGILE TRILLS AND RUNS..." -Bachtrack on Philharmonia 
Baroque's  
 
"SOPRANO CAMILLE ORTIZ-LAFONT WAS AN ALLURING ÉRIGONE."-THE MERCURY NEWS ON 
PHILHARMONIA BAROQUE'S 
 
 
JOHN HOLIDAY: 
“…vocal instrument that threatens to equal the name artists in his range.” -Herald Times 
 
“… there is a major reason to see this production: the superb young countertenor John Holiday, 
in the role of Caesar, who displayed an arrestingly powerful, secure, and dramatically high 
instrument. I had that jolt of excitement once before: exactly 20 years ago, at Glimmerglass, 
when David Daniels sang the title role in “Tamerlano” and made operatic countertenors 
something to be reckoned with.” Heidi Waleson, The Wall Street Journal 
 
“The Woman encounters four male singers portraying the Elements: … and the countertenor 
John Holiday, an exceptional vocalist with a strong voice, even in its highest range…” Anthony 
Tommasini, The New York Times. 
 
TIMOTHY JONES:  
"Everyone bowed to baritone Timothy Jones' utter inhabiting of the role. Jones' voice -- flowing, 
flexible, but always with a gorgeous timbre -- sought for and found the nuances of this 
fascinating work." -Pittsburgh Post Gazette 
 
ARYEH NUSSBAUM COHEN:  

"There were several good singers onstage Sunday afternoon at the Metropolitan Opera’s 

National Council Auditions Grand Finals concert...but there was only one complete artist. At just 

23, Aryeh Nussbaum Cohen...already possesses a remarkable gift for intimate 

communication in a vast hall, combined with a voice of velvety gentleness — surprisingly 

penetrating given the tenderness of its texture — and a taste for adventure." -The New York 

Times 

“Cohen employed mournful vocal colors as his countertenor easily filled the hall with 

luscious tone. The anguish playing across his face as he sang drove the impending 

tragedy home to great expressive effect.” – Eric Skelley, Houston Chronicle 



 
 
Baroque Razzle-Dazzle 
 
ADAM LAMOTTE:   
“Hailed by critics as an "especially compelling" and "superb violinist" with "exceptional talent," 
whose performances are "energetic and exquisite."  
 
Scherzi musicali 
 
DOMINIQUE MCCORMICK:   
"Dominique McCormick, whose superlative vocals complemented a wonderful expressiveness 
and impeccable comic timing.  McCormick’s interpretation revealed natural acting talent, and it 
was thrilling to watch her command the stage." -HOUSTONIA MAGAZINE 
 
CECILIA DUARTE:   
"Mezzo-soprano Cecilia Duarte created the role of Renata and clearly continues to hold court. 
She has a robust voice suited to her passionate character, and her tone exudes the fierce 
determinedness to create a home that makes this operetta so empathetic." HOUSTONIA 
MAGAZINE  
 
"honeyed mezzo and feisty charm" Houston Press 
 
BRIAN SHIRCLIFFE:  
 
San Giovani Battista 
 
SAM HANDLEY:  
"rich, burnished” voice and the “genuine emotional depth of his characterizations.”   
 
SHEREZADE PANTHAKI:   
“shimmering sensitivity” (Cleveland Plain Dealer); “radiant” voice (TheWashington Post); and 
vividly passionate interpretations, “mining deep emotion from the subtle shaping of the lines” 
(The New York Times)  
 
JAY CARTER:   
"such an exuberant performer you couldn't help but smile" (The Minneapolis Star-Tribune).  
 
“offered a field day to light tenor Joseph Gaines, who met the challenge with vocal skill and 
superb physicality.”  
 
JOSEPH GAINES:  "....a dangerously honed voice and a diabolical stage presence..." -Vulture.com  
 
From Brandenburg to Esterhazy 
 
INGRID MATTHEWS:   



"A splendid performance... Swift speeds, gleaming sonorities and infectious rhythmic verve 
infused the music with energy and character. However, Matthews's intelligent direction 
ensured the strong contrasts in tempo and dynamics never became overemphatic." THE 
AUSTRALIAN  
 
KATHRYN MONTOYA  
“Montoya’s effortless tone projected beautifully amidst the ensemble…” -Sherry Cheng, 
Arts + Culture 
 
PAUL LEENHOUTS  
 
NATHANIEL MAYFIELD:  
"ONE OF THE MOST TALENTED BAROQUE TRUMPETERS IN THE WORLD" -NIKLAS EKLUND, 
SWEEDEN  
 
"BEAUTIFUL DARK TONE, REALLY WONDERFUL PLAYING" - PRESIDENT GEORGE H.W. BUSH  
 
"NATHANIEL TOPPED THE ENSEMBLE'S SOUND WITH RADIANT ENERGY" - HOUSTON 
CHRONICLE  

	

 
 
 
 
 


